Puzzlium Cut by Painting ABC

Cut each shape into identical parts. Their number is indicated next to scissors. Parts may be rotated and/or reflected. To play a puzzle directly in Puzzlium, scan its QR code.

This puzzle collection has been compiled by Puzzlium to celebrate a Centennial Jubilee of Martin Gardner at the Celebration of Mind events. Follow at puzzlium.com.

For more activities, visit: www.CelebrationOfMind.org
To play a puzzle directly in Puzzlium (appstore.com/puzzlium), you can scan its respective QR code.
Puzzlium Sudoku ABC

Fill in each grid so that each row, column, and region contains different digits, 1 thru 6. To play a puzzle directly in Puzzlium, scan its QR code.

This puzzle collection has been compiled by Puzzlium to celebrate a Centennial Jubilee of Martin Gardner at the Celebration of Mind events. Follow at puzzlium.com.
To play a puzzle directly in Puzzlium (appstore.com/puzzlium), you can scan its respective QR code.